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Specially designed for audio fans, TOP Audio Converter Pack is released! The pack
includes three products: TOP MP3 Cutter Joiner, TOP Audio Converter and TOP Video To
Audio Converter, and supports various audio formats.

On the premise of excellent quality and amazingly high speed, the suite can convert video
and audio to MP3, WMA, WAV, OGG, etc., and freely join and split the audio files.

With the pack, you can be a music master simply, and your music life can be more wonderful!

Download it for free right now and have a try!

Key Features

The input and output formats supported by TOP Audio Converter Pack

Support the input formats of MP3, WAV, WMA, OGG, etc.
Support the output formats of MP3, WAV, WMA, OGG, AU, AIFF, etc.

Support batch conversion mode

Multiple files can be converted in batches at a time, which will definitely save much of
your time.
You can get all the work done with only a few clicks, and conversion can be easier
beyond your imagination.

File previewing supported by TOP Video to Audio Converter.

Before conversion, you can preview the input files to check the correctness of the
input files, get a general idea of the converted effect and select your favorite
segments to convert.

Customize the output effect

In order to get your favorite effect, the suite provides you with various output
parameters, and you can get the effect you like most easily and simply.

Clear-cut and fresh interface

The suite provides you with the simple and fresh interface presenting you only correct
and necessary instructions, and everyone can get what you want just by following the
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instructions given.

No virus, spyware or adware

There is no virus, spyware or adware existing in the software to threaten your
computer, and your computer is in a definitely safe condition.

Lifetime technical support and upgrade

After successful purchase, lifetime technical support and upgrade can immediately
accompany you.
If you have any problem, feel free to contact us!

System Requirement

OS:     windows 98/Me/NT/2000/XP/2003
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